
Chapter 12:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
STRANGE ACT 1
In the gray stone forest, there are huge long and thick stone pillars all over,
forming a complex topography.

Luyuan ran quickly between the gaps in the stone pillars, and two gray stone

beetles were enjoying the rock meal in front of them.

After Lu Yuan approached, the two greystone beetles stopped at the same time,
and after shaking their tentacles, they turned their heads to look at Lu Yuan,
who was rushing over.

After discovering the culprit who disturbed their eating, two greystone beetles
squeaked angrily, rushed towards Lu Yuan, opened their fierce mouthparts,
and wanted to tear this guy to pieces.

Lu Yuan's complexion remained unchanged, his steps staggered, and his

stature changed, he passed through the two graystone beetles and continued

to run forward.

squeak!

The two graystone beetles looked at Lu Yuan’s back, as if they had been

insulted, and uttered an even more angry roar, chasing Lu Yuan.

However, the two graystone beetles hadn't been chasing for long, two jets of

black knife light flashed past, and they split them into flight.

They hit the stone pillar and landed on their backs, struggling with their eight

short legs, trying to turn over.

The two gloomy kobolds glanced at the Greystone Beetle, and continued to

chase Lu Yuan.
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When the two graystone beetles turned over, they looked around and found

that they could no longer find their opponents. Their tentacles touched each

other, and then ran back slowly to eat the rocks.

And not far away, two kobolds looked at Lu Yuan’s background, and one of

the gray kobolds grinned and said:

"Human race, don't run away! You can't run away!"

"Hahahaha! There is an alloy weapon all over your body? This is the first time

you have seen such a poor genetic warrior, so you should wait for death!"

The genetic refinement of the two kobolds is obviously higher than that of Lu
Yuan, and their physical fitness is stronger and faster than Lu Yuan.

Although Lu Yuan sneaked away for tens of meters before, but now he is

gradually being caught up.

Lu Yuan's face was a bit ugly.

Is it really going to die here?

The first time I entered the Land of Origin, if I died out, my previous efforts

would be wasted.

And after death, the spirit is wounded, and you have to wait for the spirit to

recover when you come in again. How long will it be wasted?

This is something he cannot accept.

Lu Yuan looked around, his thoughts flowed, thinking about countermeasures.

At this time, three gray stone beetles appeared again in the distance, feeling
the land edge approaching, and they all put down the rock beside their mouth

and rushed towards the landing edge.

啧!

Lu Yuan twitched his mouth a little irritably.



was originally chased, but now he wants to avoid the graystone beetle's attack,
slowing down, isn't it faster to be caught up?

But his body is not rocky yet, so he can't be crushed if he doesn't hide?

Lu Yuan reluctantly moved again, avoiding the attack of the three graystone

beetles.

Fortunately, the graystone beetle's attack mode is very single, and Lu Yuan is

now very comfortable in hiding.

Squeak!

The three greystone beetles rushed into the air, screaming angrily, and were

about to rush towards Lu Yuan.

At that moment, two kobolds approached the three graystone beetles, and the

three graystone beetles tremble again, turned their heads to look at the two

kobolds, and screamed at the kobolds.

"Troublesome bug!"

Grey-haired kobold frowned, and slashed a greystone beetle, another
greystone beetle was kicked away by him, and another kobold also cut away a

third greystone beetle.

was stopped by the greystone beetle, and the speed of the two kobolds slowed

down again.

Lu Yuan not far away heard the movement and looked back, seeing this scene,
his eyes lit up and he had a bold idea.

The speed of the Greystone Beetle is definitely not as fast as him.

And the Greystone Beetle will attack as long as someone is close to it within a
certain range, no matter who the opponent is.

if so…



Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes slightly, revealing a smile.

He continued to run while bending over to pick up some gravel.

The two kobolds in the distance saw Lu Yuan bending over to pick up rocks,
and they were a little confused.

"What tricks is that human being doing?"

"I don't know, this human race is very slippery! Don't let him run away!"

"Don't worry, he can't run. Looking at his appearance, he should have just

awakened. How could he be able to compare with us? Even if the speed

difference is not big, his endurance is definitely not as good as ours. alley?"

The faces of the two kobolds smiled hideously.

However, when they saw Lu Yuan's next movements, their eyes widened.

Some areas between the stone pillars in the gray stone forest are thirty or forty
meters wide. Generally, gray stone beetles will only eat on the surface of the

stone pillars-although everyone does not know why their appetite is so good,
they will not get tired of eating stones all the time.

If you run into an area with a relatively large width, you can run over without

disturbing the graystone beetle.

However, after the current Lu Yuan ran through the area where the three

graystone beetles gathered, he threw a stone backhand on the head of one of

the graystone beetles.

The graystone beetle eating the rocks stopped.

It turned its head silently, and saw Lu Yuan who had thrown a stone not far

away.

After was silent, the graystone beetle squeaked, and the other two graystone

beetles tilted their heads and screamed.



The three graystone beetles put down the rock beside their mouths and chased
after the landing edge.

The two kobolds not far away widened their eyes.

"...What is he doing?"

"I don't know? Maybe you don't want to die in our hands, you want to die in

the hands of graystone beetles?"

"Hehe, I think so beautiful!"

While the two were talking, they suddenly saw Lu Yuan starting to throw

stones again, and also attracted four graystone beetles from the other side.

With the previous three, the seven graystone beetles look mighty and a bit

scary.

But the graystone beetle's speed is there after all, they are not as fast as the

two kobolds, and they are quickly overtaken by the kobolds.

The two kobolds caught up with the graystone beetle, and the graystone beetle
turned its head at the same time and rushed towards the two kobolds.

"Troublesome bug!"

was stared at by seven graystone beetles at the same time, even they couldn't
help but frown slightly.

At this moment, the gray kobold's pupils shrank, what came to mind:

"Damn it! I know why that Terran brought these graystone beetles over! He
wants to block us with graystone beetles!"

Another brown kobold also reacted, furious:

"What? Despicable human race! Even with this method! Have the ability and

generous let us chop!"



After they crazily chopped off seven graystone beetles, Lu Yuan once again

moved away from them.

This distance has even reached the point where it is as fast as fifty meters,
which is farther than the beginning.

Seeing that the distance between the two kobolds had been extended, they
roared and chased Lu Yuan again.

Lu Yuan turned his head and saw the furious kobold, lost the stone in his hand,
his mouth raised, and a smile appeared.

works well.

He threw it again, and threw the stone in his hand onto the head of the gray

stone beetle who was lying on the stone pillar and chewing on the stone pillar.

Greystone Beetle immediately hated Lu Yuan who disturbed it's feeding, and
squeaked and rushed towards Lu Yuan with its other two friends.

Lu Yuan has already started throwing stones at other graystone beetles at this
moment.

It didn't take long for the two kobolds to chase up to a distance of about 30
meters close to Lu Yuan again, there were already ten greystone beetles

behind Lu Yuan.

The two kobolds looked at so many graystone beetles, their faces gloomy.

"Despicable human race! Even using this method!"

The brown kobold cursed, waving a long knife in his hand, extremely angry.

Grey-haired Googold's face was cold, he stared at Lu Yuan in the distance,
and said:

"It's okay, let's run slower and just follow."

"Huh? Brother, don't we rush up?"



"Rushing up will cause the graystone beetle to attack again. With so many

graystone beetles, we have to take some time to deal with it, enough for him

to escape."

"Then what shall we do?"

Grey-haired kobold sneered:

"Doesn't he want to run? As a mature hunter, you have to be patient enough.
We will wait until he runs to exhaustion before going up again."

The brown-haired kobold suddenly smiled and said:

"Yes, his endurance is definitely not as good as ours!"

The two kobolds followed behind the mighty graystone beetle group with a
smile, and stopped entering.

Then, a strange scene appeared in the Grey Stone Forest.

A handsome human race ran wildly in front, followed by a group of graystone

beetles, and two kobolds with sinister smiles.

……

is in an area of   Grey Stone Forest.

A four-person team killed four graystone beetles. They looked handsome. The
elf man in yellow leather armor looked at the four spirit crystals in his hand,
coughed slightly, and put the spirit crystals away:

"Put it with me first, and wait for the unified distribution."

The other three people, one is a tall and thin elf, one is a kobold, and the other
is a human.

The human man looks ordinary, scratching his head:

"Boss, how many spirit crystals do we have now?"



The kobold has gray-yellow miscellaneous hairs, and smiles:

"I remember, there are 46 spirit crystals this time. The harvest is good."

The tall and thin elf widened his eyes: "Ahuang, you remembered wrong!
Obviously 47!"

"Yes...Is it?"

Ahuang's eyes widened.

Elf boss stared: "What are you talking about? Obviously 44!"

"Boss, UU reading www.uukanshu.com, what do you say is less? You don't
want to be corrupt, do you?"

The human race man's eyes widened, a little unhappy.

"How is it possible? How long have we known each other? You don't know
what kind of person I am? How is it possible to be corrupt? You still don't
believe in my mathematics? I was number one in the class back then!"

"real or fake?"

The tall and thin elf glanced at the elf boss and smiled:

"I testify about this, I am his classmate."

"okay then."

The human race man and Ah Huang both nodded.

At this moment, they heard the movement in the distance, and they all turned

their heads and looked over.

Then they saw Lu Yuan rushing past not far away.

After seeing Lu Yuan, the elf boss slightly widened his eyes:



"That human race...isn't it the human race we didn't lie to... ahem, didn't we
invite it?"

Ahuang scratched his head:

"Boss, do you remember his looks? I think you humans, elves, and cats all look
the same. They look like monkeys without hair."

"Of course I remember that such a handsome human race is quite rare. If it
weren't for the different ears, I thought he was an elf."

"What is he doing here?"

The tall and thin elf asked curiously.

The next moment, he will know the answer.

A large group of graystone beetles rushed through the passage where the land
edge had rushed out, and chased them in the direction where the land edge

had left.

The squeaking sound is endless.

Four people: "..."

They looked at each other, a little dazed.

Then, they saw two kobolds running over cursingly.
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